EDITORIAL

Ethical considerations for critical care research
Ethical lapses are almost never a case of bad people,
doing bad things, for no good reason. More often they
are good people, doing bad things, for good reasons.
(Marcia Angell, previous Editor-in-Chief (1988 - 2000),
New England Journal of Medicine.)
Critical illness carries high morbidity and mortality worldwide, with a
disproportionate burden of critical illness in low- and middle-income
countries, where access to intensive care is particularly limited.[1] With
out research in the intensive care unit (ICU) population, we are unlikely
to improve our understanding of how to safely and effectively manage
a wide range of diseases and injuries, minimise discomfort, reduce organ
dysfunction, improve survival, improve quality of life in survivors of
critical illness, and ensure rational and equitable use of scarce resources.
Clinical research in the critical care environment is therefore essential to
inform best practice (‘evidence-based care’).
The Southern African Journal of Critical Care (SAJCC) is committed to
publishing clinical research in critical care, with the proviso that the research
is conducted and presented in an ethically appropriate manner. Critical
care research has special ethical challenges. Many critically ill patients are
essentially captive and entirely dependent on the ICU team for their care.
Their critical illness may mean that their ability to tolerate an adverse event
from an experimental intervention, such as excessive blood sampling, could
be compromised. In addition, their condition, medication and presence
of invasive ventilation may make communication and/or understanding
difficult, and affect a patient’s ability to make rational informed decisions.
Most ICU patients are therefore in no position to give informed consent.
Proxy consent by a relative may also be compromised by anxiety for their
relative, making them susceptible to pressure from the ICU management
team. In this context, a balance is clearly needed between discovering new
knowledge and protecting patients from research-related risk of harm.[2]
These aspects, among others, make ICU patients particularly vulnerable to
research-related exploitation, coercion and risk of harm.[3]
It is, however, generally accepted that research can and should be con
ducted in vulnerable population groups, provided additional safeguards are
put in place to minimise the risk of research-related harm and exploitation.
These include the ‘subject-condition’ requirement, whereby participants
must have the condition being investigated, and the ‘necessity’ require
ment, where there must be assurance that the research could not feasibly
or appropriately be conducted in a less vulnerable group.[4-6]
In order to ensure that the ethical integrity of critical care research
is maintained, a number of ethical principles must be considered. The
Belmont report[7] presents three fundamental concepts for ethical
research: respect for persons, justice, and beneficence (or its corollary
non-maleficence). The principle of respect for persons includes the
obligation to treat the subject as an autonomous agent, for example
by obtaining their informed consent for participation in research.
Beneficence refers to the requirement that researchers act to maximise
potential benefits to participants while minimising associated risks.
Emanuel et al.[8] expanded these principles in listing the
requirements for ethical research. These are discussed below in the
context of ICU research.[9]

Societal value
Considering the global burden of critical illness (both acutely and after
discharge), most research with the objective to improve critical care
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within the community concerned has clear societal benefit, provided
such research can be used to improve clinical outcome.

Scientific rigour and validity
Poor science equates to poor ethics, although these concepts are
sometimes confused. If research is poorly conducted or methodologic
ally unsound, it cannot be said to be generalisable. This could place
participants at risk of research-related harm without any personal or
societal benefit (i.e. it would not be able to inform practice), which
shifts the risk-benefit ratio to unfavourable.
In order for a novel intervention to be compared with either placebo
or current care, there is the ethical requirement for equipoise – this is
defined as a genuine uncertainty in the expert medical community on
whether an intervention is beneficial to patients. Equipoise is the ethical
principle underlying randomisation to different treatment arms.[9]

Acceptable risk-benefit ratio
Similar to clinical decision-making processes, any research
interventions for which the benefits equal or exceed the risks are
generally considered ethically acceptable. In some cases a small net
risk may be permissible in order to generate knowledge to benefit
future patients.[2,10]

Informed consent
Informed consent upholds the principle of respect for autonomy,
and, together with independent review, is one of the cornerstones
of ethical research.
Informed consent, which is required for most prospective, interventive
research, is sometimes difficult to obtain correctly in the ICU context.
The informed consent process is designed as a mechanism for the
participant to protect themselves. In order for consent to be valid,
potential participants must: have intact decision-making capacity; be
legally competent; be fully informed; be able to communicate a decision
(not necessarily verbally); and offer the consent voluntarily, without any
implicit or explicit coercion or undue influence.[11]
Critically ill or injured patients may not be able to understand
the information provided to them or have sufficient decisionmaking ability, owing to, among others, the underlying illness,
delirium or medication (e.g. sedatives, opioids). The presence of
invasive ventilation does not in itself equate to limited capacity,
and in ventilated patients the degree of decision-making capacity
should therefore be assessed before consent is requested. When
communication is limited, researchers could consider taking
assent from the participant themselves (indicating some degree of
understanding and agreement), as well as proxy consent, similar to
what is done in most paediatric research.[3,6,11]
In critically ill patients without the capacity to provide independent
consent, proxy consent may be obtained from the person’s legally
authorised representative (e.g. from an advance directive), a spouse
or family member. The person providing consent must be properly
acquainted with the participant and should have no conflicts
of interest. Proxy consent is given using either the ‘substituted
judgement’ standard, where the decision is based on a good-faith
judgement of what the participant would have chosen if he/she were
able to make the decision him-/herself, or a decision made in the ‘best
interests’ of the participant.[6]

It is important that consent forms are written in plain language,
avoiding medical jargon, and that they clearly describe the potential
benefits and risks of the study. Consent forms must be provided in a
language understood by the person giving consent and a translator
must be on hand if the investigator taking the consent is not able
to speak the consenter’s language.[11]
Some categories of research may be awarded a waiver of the need
for informed consent following research ethics committee review,
for example where the research holds only minimally increased risks
above standard care, where important research would not feasibly be
possible without the waiver, and in emergency research situations.[12]
Silverman et al.[11] provide a template for informed consent in the ICU,
which is a useful resource for researchers to adapt to local context.
Research into emergency conditions, such as cardiac arrest, where
prospective consent may not be possible, is particularly challenging.
In some situations deferred consent, where consent is obtained
retrospectively, may be permitted by the ethics review board. For
example in the FIRST trial conducted in Cape Town, deferred consent
was permitted because the two resuscitation fluids studied were both
already in clinical use, there was equipoise, and the study outcome was
considered of sufficient benefit to society to counterpoise potential
subject harm.[13]

Fair selection of participants
This relates to the ethical principle of justice. Vulnerable critically ill
populations should only be included in research where absolutely
necessary, but they should also not be excluded from research which
might be beneficial to them and/or future ICU patients.

Independent review
All research involving human participants requires independent
review by a research ethics committee or institutional review board.
This includes the retrospective collection of data from medical records,
prospective observational studies and interventional trials. Articles
describing human research that have not undergone ethical review
will generally not be considered for publication in peer-reviewed
journals, including SAJCC, and are considered unethical. Reports of
ICU practice improvement initiatives that have not systematically
collected individual patient data for the purposes of research may
be considered exempt from ethical review. Similarly, case studies and
small case series (usually <5 patients) may be exempt from ethical
review, but consent should be obtained from the included patients
for the use of their data, and this must be stated in the research paper.

Respect for potential and enrolled
subjects
Participants should have the right to withdraw from a study or not
to participate without affecting the medical care they receive in ICU.
This must be explicitly stated in the informed consent document,
and during the informed consent process.

Clinical research should be distinguishable from clinical care. Clinical
care has a personalised focus directed at helping a particular per
son in need of expert medical attention. The purpose of clinical
research, however, is to develop generalisable knowledge, which
may or may not benefit the individual participant.[11] An inability
to fully understand the difference between research and clinical
practice is termed therapeutic misconception. Participants may
conflate research participation with receiving ‘cutting-edge’ care,
with the unwarranted belief or hope of benefit. Therapeutic
misconception is common in the critical care environment, where
most critical care health providers, who are first and foremost
clinicians with the intent of providing best care to their patients,
frequently fulfil a dual role of care provider and researcher.[6]

Conclusion
Clinical research is essential to ensure optimal and safe ICU
management. Ethical compliance is fundamental to ensuring
that we effectively protect these vulnerable patients and ensure
best practice through research, rather than protecting them from
research.
B Morrow
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The Critical Care Society of Southern Africa works for the benefit of critically ill
patients. Membership is open to all healthcare professionals involved in the
management of the critically ill.
Visit the Society’s web page at: www.criticalcare.org.za
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